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How to Make Your Crush Hate You

Usually, people are curious about how to make the person they like also show interest

in them. There are so many good suggestions for this type of question if you search it online.

However, I bet that nobody has taught you how to make the object of your affection turn his

or her back on you before. This lesson can be hard to teach sometimes because people only

tend to do loving things for their crushes. Obviously, it is easier to smile at your crush rather
than shout at them because you feel sorry to hurt him or her. Don’t worry; after reading and

collecting ideas from Everything I Never Told You by Celeste Ng, I figured out four effective

but also easy steps that can make your crush gradually hate you.

To make your crush hate you, you need to move closer and get to know your crush

early in life. This is important because all other steps happen after this one. In Everything I

Never Told You, Jack moves to the same neighborhood as Nath when both of them are young.

They live so close that Nath can see Jack's house through the window. If you cannot make it

convenient for you and your crush to see each other more often, how can you get to know
each other? All relationships are built on time and communication. You can’t realize that you

have feelings for someone without getting to know him or her first. On the other hand, when

you spend a lot of time with someone, you can also develop feelings of hatred instead of love.

You may fall in love with someone because of the way they talk. You may dislike

someone because of the way they walk. However, you can never have intense emotion for a

person you hardly see and hardly know. When you move closer to your crush, you have a

much higher chance than other people to let your crush find out things they hate about you.

Also, as you guys spend more and more time together, the hatred increases day by day.

Imagine how strong the animosity Nath has built up against Jack after more than ten years of

seeing him not only at school but also around his house every day.

After your crush gets to know you, you should do things that aggravate your crush

such as mocking at him or her in front of everyone. You might feel guilty about annoying
your crush, but remember you don’t have to do cruel things to get them to hate you. This step
is easy to perform because it doesn’t require you to do a lot; sometimes a smile does the job.

The first time that Nath starts hating Jack happens while they play the water game called

Marco Polo. While all the other kids escape from the water and try to give Nath a hard time,
Jack chooses to stay in the pool by himself and even smiles at Nath. In Nath’s perspective,

however, this friendly move made him look dumb in front of everyone. Standing up for your

crush could either make him or her appreciate your kindness, or make them embarrassed by
things they don’t want you to do. So, an excellent example of irritating your crush, as Jack

shows us above, is to do things that your crush has not asked you to do. Besides,

embarrassing him or her under the spotlight would be even better.

Now, it's time to give your crush a hard hit by developing a bad reputation and then
get close to your crush’s family members. Parents and older siblings always want to prevent

their younger kids or younger siblings from having close relationships with some well-known

flirty people, because those types of people can bring up so many issues. For example, some

young boys are willing to spend a lot of money to get attention from their coquettish crush

girls; some young ladies are even willing to sacrifice their virginity to some playboys who
don’t even love them. Trust me, if your crush knows that you could become a negative

influence on their siblings, you are the top one on their blacklist for even looking at their

siblings. Jack is known for flirting with girls at school, so Nath always worries about

his sister, Lydia, who seems to spend a lot of time with him. When Lydia disappears, the first
person who jumps up in Nath’s mind as a suspect is Jack. When the police talk with Nath

individually, Nath also points out Jack to the police and asks them to do a thorough

investigation of him. Looking suspicious for luring and eventually killing your crush's sister,

you achieve the goal of making the person you like to hate you the most.

Stay close to your crush's family and make sure you get compliments from them when

your crush can't. Nath always dreams about getting approval from his family members,

especially his father, James. However, James doesn't pay attention to Nath for most of the

time except when he criticizes Nath for being socially awkward. Imagine that your parents

always praise someone you dislike and compare that person's advantages to your
disadvantages; wouldn’t you hate him? The answer is, of course. After James finds out Jack's

impressive swimming skill, he judges Nath more and more. At the same time, the aversion of

Nath towards Jack gets deeper and deeper. Personally, when my mom constantly compares

my friend who has better grades than me, envy and resentment towards my innocent friend

grows wildly inside my heart. If your crush already hates you and suspects you only to do

bad things, the fourth step works as the last check for them to confirm that you are the worst

human being on the earth.

After these four simple procedures, you successfully fulfill your goal, which is to

make your crush hate you. All of the steps I stated above are not hard to act out, because they

do not require you to do rude things directly to your crush. You will not feel guilty as you

reach your final goal. However, in our real life, no one wants to learn how to make their

crush hate them. If you want your crush to like you, then take my advice as some opposite

suggestions for life. Please remember that indirect actions from you sometimes significantly
affect the relationship between you and your crush. Thus, don’t be another Jack who

successfully messes up his connection with Nath, the object of his affection. In the end, I

sincerely wish you could at least make good friends with the person you like, and keep

company with each other for a long time.
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